Gammill Elevate What’s New in Version 2
Single row of patterns can be placed at any angle: By clicking the four points a row of patterns can
be placed at 90 degrees or any angle.
Flip horizontal added to single row: This allows patterns to face your desired direction.
Single row rotate added: This allows the entire row to rotate instead of just the individual patterns.
Removed X drift in edge to edge: Elevate now shifts patterns only on the Y axis to prevent patterns
from “drifting” as you roll the quilt.
“Multirow roll quilt not rolled far enough” error: The wording has been changed to "Roll quilt again to
allow the next row to fit." And a “Roll Quilt” button was also added to the screen in addition to the
existing “Relocate” button.
Warning for low power situation: A warning message will appear if the power is below 50% and the
tablet is not plugged in. If the power is below 10% the tablet will not allow stitching to start till power
gets back above 10%.
Clicking words by the icons now triggers action: You can now touch the words "Add Pattern" and
"Stitch Boundary," not just the circle icon next to them.
Auditioning patterns in edit: Elevate now returns back to the edit screen. This saves time by allowing
you to continue editing the pattern layout.
Hand guided button text: Text changed from "Preset Select" to "My Stitch" for consistency.
Elevate selective sync warning: When selective sync is turned on in your PatternCloud.com account
your tablet will give a warning that "Pattern Cloud Elevate selective sync is turned on" to let you know
that only the patterns selected for sync (not all of your patterns) will sync.
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Improvements:
Fixed multirow adjust quilt length: Previously entering a number with two decimal points would cause
the Elevate app to crash. (Known Issue 1)
Fixed block edit fit to margin: Previously with Original Aspect Off patterns would not fit properly and
sometimes crash the app. (Known Issue 2)
Fixed patterns not connected: Previously when tie offs were set to manual and the needle stop state
(at top of the app) is set to needle down the machine would move to the start of the next pattern
with the needle down. (Known Issue 3)
Fixed sync crashing: Previously when sync reached "bad pattern" it would crash the app. (Known
Issue 4)
Fixed restart sewing a boundary: Now there is a restart option after a thread break. (Known Issue 5)
Fixed My Stitch Regulated / Constant: Now user can switch between those modes while hand
guiding. (Known Issue 7)
Fixed patterns with no sew lead in and out: Previously Elevate would sewing “new sew” lines. (Known
Issue 8)
Fixed stitch count and timer: Previously resetting these would crash the app if android Oreo was
installed. (Known Issue 9)
Fixed firmware update process: Previously it took up to one minute after starting before the firmware
progress indicator showed. Now there is an immediate wait message.
Fixed pattern wrongly showing jump stitches: Previously Elevate would sometimes show many jump
stitches that were not actually there.
Fixed sync for tablet without Internet: Previously sync would just fail if there was not internet
connection. Now clicking sync will give a check internet message is no connection is found.
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